Series 7: Manuscripts, Publications and Printed Material, 1960s-2000s
Personal Andy Hanson Photographs, Biographical Materials, and *Dallas Times Herald*. 
Extent: 18 Boxes

**Box 68** Self-portraits and photographs of Andy Hanson by others  (679 prints)
- Portraits and self-portraits of Andy Hanson
- Andy Hanson portraits by Gail Nogle
- “Andy Hanson: Under the Rainbow” Exhibition, 1996
- “Andy Hanson: Another Side” Exhibition, 2003
- Miscellaneous Andy Hanson portraits and snapshots, 1998-2008
  Hanson Family

**Box 69** Andy Hanon self-portraits, biographical copy negatives  (39 copy negatives)

**Box 70** Hanson Biographical Materials

**Box 71** Hanson *Dallas Times Herald* office directories, *Echo* employee magazine, engraving orders, photo assignments, envelopes, bumper stickers, press passes

**Box 72** Hanson camera bounce, *Dallas Times Herald* rubber stamps

**Box 73** *Dallas Times Herald* materials

**Box 74** Hanson badges, professional IDs, pins

**Box 75** *Dallas Times Herald* objects, coffee cups, ashtray, flongs

**Box 76** Appointment date books, planners and address books, 1960 to 1978  (13 items)
- Small notebooks containing daily shooting schedules, telephone contacts, etc.

**Box 77** Appointment date books, planners and address books, 1980 to 1989  (9 items)
- Small notebooks containing daily shooting schedules, telephone contacts, etc.

**Box 78** Appointment date books, planners and address books, 1990 to 2007  (10 items)
- Small notebooks containing daily shooting schedules, telephone contacts, etc.

**Box 79** Scrapbooks and Published News Pictures, 1960s-1970s

**Box 80** Scrapbooks and Published News Pictures, 1980-1991

**Box 81** *Dallas Times Herald* Sunday Magazine, 1960s-1980s (24 prints and 97 magazines)

**Box 82-84** Oversize Scrapbooks and Clippings
- News clippings of *Dallas Times Herald* and *Houston Post* published photos.

**Box 85** Bonnie and Clyde printed materials and snapshots  (117 prints)